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PRESIDENT'S MESSAG E
WELCOME! T O STAR NIGHT '79

To The R.A.S.C.

To The Pages of STARDUS T

Since this special edition of STARDUST is going to be distributed

at the Planetarium durin g STAR NIGHT '79, it is appropriate that we

welcome everyon e (bot h R.A.S.C. members and non-members alike) to our

annual weekend o f astronomy and public observing. I f the skies are

clear, some two dozen telescopes should be set up in front of the

Planetarium allowin g everyone to view the Moon, Jupiter, Saturn, and

numerous deep-sky objects . I f the weather should be less than cooper-

ative, we will be doing our best with displays of telescopes inside the

front lobby of the Planetarium. I n either case be sure to take advant-

age of the free Planetarium mini-shows. W e also plan to have showing s

of astronomical slide s and films.

During th e evening, if you have any questions regarding astronomy

or the R.A.S.C., please feel free to ask any one of the numerous

members of the R.A.S.C. or Planetarium staff present at STAR NIGHT.

They will be wearing distinctiv e name tags.

The Royal Astronomical Society of Canada is a national organiza -

tion of over 3,000 members, both amateur and' professional astronomers.

The Edmonton Centre of the R.A.S.C. (co-organize r o f STAR NIGHT) has

approximately 10 0 members. Amon g the activities each month are:

regular monthly General Meetings featuring guest speakers, films etc.;

bi-weekly Observer's Corner meetings, featuring talks from members on

all aspects of observational astronomy and photography; and regular

group observing sessions, usually held at one of our dark-sky country
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observing sites . (Se e th e back page of this issue for details of April

R.A.S.C. activities. )

Membership fees for the Edmonton Centre are: $2 0 for adults, $12

for students (under 1 8 years of age only), or $8 for associate member s

(spouse or children of an adult member). Paymen t of fees should be

directed to Christine Kulyk, Centre Treasurer. Sh e will be present at

our R.A.S.C. Information Desk at STAR NIGHT. Or , fill out the member-

ship application form and return it with your remittance to the

Planetarium, using the address stamped on the form.

For more information about the R.A.S.C. feel free to call:

Christine Kulyk (Treasurer) at , Ivan Rogers (Secretary) at

 or Alan Dyer (President) at

nk you and Good Observing. Ala n Dyer

EDITOR'S MESSAG E
Photo's in STARDUST you say! Wel l yes, I hope so. Whil e this

will probably not be a regular thing, the eclipse photographs that

(hopefully) form the 'centerfold1 ar e certainly a welcome addition .

(I say hopefully because thi s message is being prepared well before

I know if the attempt will succeed.) I f the experiment does work

(ie if the cost Is low and the reproduction quality is good), then I

think that you can look for more photographs in future Issues.

I would like to ask all those who contribute o n a regular basis

to STARDUST t o really tr y and have their articles in to me no later

than the week of the meeting. Usually , late-arriving article s can

be squeezed in, but there will be times when preparation of this

newsletter must begin almost Immediately after the monthly genera l

meeting. S o do, try and stick to the deadline and bring your articles

in during the monthly meetings.
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Speaking of deadlines, I should mention that the May issue dead-

line is, as usual, the meeting of April 9. Al l articles of an astron-

omical nature are welcome. Thank s to one and all who took the time

to contribute to this extra-thick issue.

Paul Deans

PLANETARIUM NEWS
From the 3rd to the 16th inclusive, "Heart of the Lion11 takes a

look at the night skies of spring, the total solar eclipse, and the

planet Jupiter. Durin g these two weeks, effects from "Fire in the

Sky" will be pulled and replaced by the technical wizardry that

comprises "New Worlds Are Coming", our next major presentation .

Because of the great interest in the Voyager 1 mission to Jupiter,

the mini-show that precedes "New Worlds Are Coming" will verbally and

visually describe the results of that probe's work. Ther e will also

be a display of prints of Jupiter put up in the front lobby.

Although by no means confirmed, it appears that the Planetarium

will be .expanding! Plan s are being drawn up to add a 7.2m x 12m

(that's 24' by 40f fo r you non-metric types) trailer unit to the rear

of the building. Suc h a unit would house the technical workshops,

two offices and space for storage. Th e rear section of the planetarium

would then be modified to accommodate three offices plus the drafting

table and xerox machine. Whil e all this is still in the planning stage

the "boys in the back" are already looking forward to the luxury of

peace and quiet and room to stretch.

Paul Deans



The meeting was held on March 12 at 8:00 p m in the Queen Eliza-

beth Planetarium. Th e meeting was called to order and the minutes,

as reported in STARDUST, were approved. Th e treasurer introduced

three new members.

Alan Dyer reported that the Bylaws have been accepted by the

National Office and we are now waiting for an official letter from

them to that effect.

STAR NIGHT will be held on April 7 and 8 beginning at 8:00 pm.

R.A.S.C. Members are asked to please be at the Planetarium b y 7:30 .

A fund will be set up in memory of Jane Robertson who was

killed i n a car accident near Winnipeg on eclipse day.

The major talk of the evening was presented by the exchange

speaker from Vancouver, Mr. David Rodger. Hi s talk was "Megaliths

and Medicine Wheels".

60 people were present at the meeting.

Ivan Rogers

FROM OTHE R CENTRES
Plans for the 1979 General Assembly are progressing well. Top -

ping the list, Dr. Gerard O'Neill, top authority on space colonization

will be the featured guest at the Annual Dinner. Loca l tours Invol-

ved will cover the University of Western Ontario's Observatory at

Elginfield, plus optional tours of amateur observatories and equip-

ment. Ther e will also be an optional tour to the Bruce Nuclear

Power Development.

We are now adding the final touches to the Observing Contest ,

with the entry form now available and prizes being contributed
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regularly. Remember , there is a special category for this year's

total eclipse, so you can count on special prizes since this is

expected to include many entries covering all areas of the eclipse.

There will be more prizes in this category due to the expected

influx of entries.

Also, interest in the special 'Son g Contest1 i s overwhelming.

A special trophy is being designed and separate judges are being

selected for this fun event. I f you haven't thought up a good one

for this yet, better hurry because it's not as easy as it looks.

OBSERVING COMPETITION GENERAL RULES

1) Entrant s must be R.A.S.C. members in good standing.
2) Al l work must have been done during the five years preceeding

May 1, 1979 .
3) Al l entries must be original and cannot have been submitted to

any previous R.A.S.C. Competition.
4) Eac h entry may be in one category only.
5) Eac h entrant may submit only one entry In each category.
6) Th e entry form must be returned before May 1, 1979.
7) Entrie s must be displayed at the 1979 General Assembly In London

although the entrant(s) are not required to appear in person.
8) Judge s will assign prizes to the various categories as they see

fit. Prize s will not necessarily b e awarded in each category,
and multiple prizes may be awarded at the judge's discretion. I n
judging, all relevant factors will be taken into consideration ,
including observing equipment and conditions and the experience
of the entrant(s) involved. Clarit y and originality of presenta-
tion are very Important.

9) Grou p prizes will be shared among the contributors.

NB. Pleas e tel l us about any special or unusual requirements your

project may require. W e will do our utmost to ensure that your project

is presented i n the manner you wish, but if you don't tell us well

beforehand, It may be difficult or Impossible to make special accom -

modations for you at the last minute.

Please use a separate entry form for each category you enter!
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CONTEST CATEGORIES

1) Centr e Display: Include s astrophotography, centre projects and
activities, and will be judged on both subject and presentation.
One display is permitted per centre.

2) Observationa l Equipment or Techniques: Include s reports or
exhibits of construction or implementation o f devices or methods
of gathering or reducing information of any sort.

3) Amateu r Radio Astronomy: Include s any non-professional projec t
involving radio wavelengths; construction of special purpose or
applications of such equipment.

4) Open : An y astronomical project which the entrant feels does not
fit the other classifications.

5) Sola r Eclipse or Solar Activity: Hopefully , there will be many
entries based on the February 26 eclipse.

A. Photographi c
B. Visua l

6) Dee p Sky Project: Include s treatments of any objects or phenomena
generally existing outside the limits of our Solar System.

A. Photographi c
B. Visua l

7) Sola r System Project: Include s lunar and planetary, cometary or
other objects or phenomena generally existing inside the limits
of our Solar System, specifically excluding the Sun itself.

A. Photographi c
B. Visua l

8) Bes t Song: A  'special1 category, with separate judges. Th e lyrics
must deal with astronomy or the R.A.S.C. and they must be original.
Each Centre is permitted one entry. Centr e members must present
the entry live, at the time of judging.

For further information, or for entry forms, write to; Genera l

Assembly '79, P.O. Box 842, Station B, London Ontario Canada _N6A 4Z3 .

***

Did you know that: Th e earliest writen referenc e t o an eclipse was a

Chinese account written around 2,000 BC referring to the eclipse of

October 22, 2134 BC. AN D The first successful photograph of the corona

was taken in 1851. Photograph s take n in 1860 were used to prove that

prominences were part of the sun, not the moon. AN D There are more

eclipse goodies later on In this issue of STARDUST1.!!
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SOL ttf
_ A  group of astronomers have matched up the coordinates of a

strong radio source known as PKS 0438-43 with a faint quasar form-

erly thought to be a galaxy in a cluster of galaxies. Usin g improv -

ed techniques in ascertaining a radio telescope's pointing direction

and also employing other nearby radio sources as calibrators the

astronomers wer e able to identify the radio source with its optical

counterpart on a plate taken with the Schmidt telescope at the

Anglo-Australian Observatory. Th e optical object was thought to

be a galaxy until spectra obtained at the AAO indicated a large,

quasar-type redshift . Thi s gives PKS 0438-43 the distinction of

a high radio flux density and high redshift which when translate d

into actual distance means that the object radiates power at

1031 t o 10̂ 0 joules per second (1 joule per second « * 1 watt).

The total radio luminosity i s equivalent to the energy release d

by seven supernovae a day. Theor y is hard put to explain suc h

enormous radio energies combined with such comparatively feeble

* optica l emissions.

(New Scientist, vol. £1, no. 1143, p. 573)

At a meeting of the American Psychological Association held in

Toronto last year some researchers using hypnosis as a tool

reported having found surprising parallel s between UFO "abduction11

reports and hallucinatory episodes triggered by drugs or near-

death experience* Similaritie s between the experiences include :

seeing a bright light; hearing a humming; encountering some sort

of being, frequently haloed; having telepathic communication with

the being; receiving a message, such as a UFO inhabitant promising
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to return; and, returning to normal life surroundings. Thi s

suggests that,since the person involved actuall y experiences these

events-on a psychological level-most UFO abductees are not lying

although this is not the same as saying the abduction actually took

place in the physical sense. Despit e these similarities there are

important differences as well: man y abduction (and other UFO

sighting) reports involve more than one witness and there is

little evidence that multiple hallucinations occur spontaneously and

over extended periods of time; also UFO abductees see m more

convinced of the "reality" of their experience than their drug-

induced hallucination counterparts ; and then a drug or a physical

brush with death (which may include anoxia)-but what sort of

stimulus would trigger a UFO encounter?

(Science News, vol. 115, no. 7, p. 107 )

50 &  TO O YEAR S AG O
April, 1929 :

"It has been known that there is a rich nebulous region in

Virgo and Coma Berenices, close to the north pole of the galaxy.

The nebulae in this region are of the type which Dr. Rubble's

researches marked out as external galaxies, so that we have

evidence that these objects are not scattered uniformly but are

aggregated more densely in some directions than in others. I n

Harvard Bulletin, no. 864, Prof. Harlow Shapley and Miss A. Ames

show that, in addition to the main assemblage, the distance of

which is given as about 10 million light years, there are three

other adjacent 'clouds of galaxies1; these are fainter and smaller,

so are probably much more remote. Th e correlation between magnitude

and angular diameter indicates the relation m=24.15 - 5 log d,



where m is the apparent magnitude and d _ the diameter in seconds.

This equation would indicate the perfect transparency of space; the

departure from it is so small that it is estimated that the loss of

light through absorption in space does not exceed one-fifth of a

magnitude in a hundred million ligh t years."

April, 1879 :

"The (Etna) Observatory will be erected at the Casa degl'lnglesl,

9,652 feet above the level of the sea. Ther e is every reason to

believe that the building will be erected and the instruments in

working order by the end of the year. Th e cost will be borne by the

(Italian) government, the Municipality of Catania, and the Province

of Catania. Merz , of Munich, has offered to construct a 12-inch len s

for the great refractor at the price of a ten-inch lens. Prof .

Tacchini, to whom the whole undertaking owes its existence, especially

desires that it should be an International Observatory . Wit h this

object in view, the large telescope will be fitted with a second tube,

the length and aperature of which can be altered at will, so that

astronomers from any part of the world can bring with them their

lenses and eyepieces, and can fit them to the telescope of the

observatory. Specia l arrangements will be made for photographing

the sun and moon, and for spectroscopic observations."

Edited from Nature. Anthon y Whyte

Spaceflight, Colonization and Independence - A Precis*

Let us assume that the basic purpose of an interstellar missio n

is to start a viable human community in another system. Ho w might

our Solar System civilization g o about spreading humanity outward to

the stars?
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The usually suggested pattern for an interstellar colonizatio n

mission i s for a large starship t o carry an active human crew to an

Earth-like planet, where they will set up a base camp on the

planetary surface. A n approach has been suggested in which convoys

of large manned interstellar ships would be sent to systems in which

probes had located gas giant planets; if the colonists were unable

to locate a habitable planet after arrival, they would refuel their

ships from the atmosphere of the gas giant and accelerate away toward

the next system known t o have a gas giant. Anothe r suggestion is

that colonizing missions will be sent out toward many target stars ,

and that many of them will fail. Give n the investment in money and

human motivation, such low-probability strategies seem unlikely to

be pursued unless we are reacting to an immediate diaster in our own

system.

Interstellar colonizatio n i s more likely to follow a step-by-

step approach that begins with the choice of the target system. Th e

Interstellar Colonization Authority (ICA) or some political sub-

division of the human species will study the results from the

Interstellar Exploratio n Authority (IEA ) probe s until the ICA has

enough data to commit resources and people to a colonizing mission.

Then it must decide on a mission desig n suitable to the target

system, and make the hard choices involved i n trading off one value

against another. Th e ICA will have to be broadminded in

conceptualizing possible approaches to colonization, taking into

account an enormous variety of factors.

In designing a colonization system , we might first study the

history of colonization o n Earth. Som e human colonies on this

planet were created by the expansion of Homo sapiens into new
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habitats unoccupied by other intelligent beings, from the earliest

migrations u p to such relatively recent colonizations a s the Norse

in Iceland. Othe r colonizing efforts were intrusions int o existing

societies, usually a t a lower level of technological development, in

which the earlier population was pushed back, fragmented, or absorbed,

as in the European expansions int o North America, Siberia, and

Australia. Stil l others Involved the outright conquest and governance

of existing states, as in India, Mexico, and Peru, or the possessio n

of smaller areas of military, commercial, prestige, or paternalistic

reasons, such as Gibraltar, Hong Kong, the Panama Canal Zone and ;

many of the Pacific Islands .

* Originally published in J.B.I.S., J30, PP- 203-212 by Michael A.

Michaud

ECLIPSE

Eclipse on Highway 1

Our expedition was based in Winnipeg the night before the eclipse

where we were treated to the hospitality of Mrs. Dyer's home! Afte r

about 3% hours sleep, our group departed for Winnipeg airport, where

we met Karen, who arrived from Edmonton via Calgary at 3:30 A.M. .

We also met Gary Finley a t the airport and got the word from the

weather office.
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With confidence renewed fro m a low level the night before, we

started out for the center line, driving west on the Trans-Canada,

then north on the Yellowhead toward s Gladstone. O n the way, we

passed the Ottawa center eclipse expedition and igloo building

team, who were busy carving out blocks of snow beside the road.

Our group headed south from Gladstone, back towards the Trans-

Canada. Th e low fog was lifting at this time, so we stopped on

some high ground where a road crossed the median of Highway 1 ,

about 45 km east of Brandon.

First contact happened one half hour later, and our excitemen t

rose as the sun dissappeared. Th e eerie light was reminiscen t

of Hollywood "nightime" shots taken through a dark filter. W e

watched the moonfs shadow approach across a valley t o the southwest.

It seemed to us that some great, impressive sound should be

acompanying the approaching darkness. Th e adjectives came

fast and almost as furious as the photographs. Ou r group used 3

telephotos of 400 mm F.L. and Mark's 512 mm telescope len s

makeshift setup . Bo b Worthingham1s photos of the outer coron a

were second to none, and the rest of us had more than satisfactor y

results, helped by a fairly good sky.

We're all ready for another one. Se e you in Kenya, Siberia ,

Borneo....
Karen Finstad
Peggy Holmes

Nadine Leenders
Mark Leenders

Bob Worthingha m

The Ellerslie Observatory' s Eclipse Expedition

Some time before the eclipse Doug Hornbeck and I decided upon

Estevan as the place from which t o view totality since it was close r
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than Manitoba to drive to and had better prospects of favorable skies

than the northwestern United States. W e left Edmonton about ten

fe o'cloc k Sunday morning with the temperature about -17 C  and the sky
o

cloudy. I t was a balmy +4 i n Calgary when we stopped and phoned the

meteorologist at the airport. H e advised us that southeastern

Saskatchewan was clear except for high cirrus while southern Manitoba

was overcast; these conditions were expected to persist until after

the eclipse. Turnin g east onto the Trans-Canada we headed into clear-

ing skies and heard CJOC-Radio, Lethbridge, advise everyone that

Monday's eclipse would be the last this century (no t just North

America but evidently the whole world)! About half way between

Medicine Hat and Swift Current (by which time it was about 10 P.M.) I

thought that the sky seemed unusually good . Indee d it was! I  have

never in my life seen such a perfect night. W e decided not to gas up

in Moose Jaw and continue on to Weyburn only to find every service

station shut down at 2 A.M. W e drove anxiously to Estevan with the

gauge well past "empty" while I viewed each covered mile not as "one

less mile to have to walk11 but as "so many more seconds of totality".

In fact I didn't care if we ran out of gas since we were already with-

in the path of totality. W e made it to our hotel in Estevan at 4 A.M.

(the gas gauge turned out to only have been acting up - we actually

had lots of gas!) and got up at 7:30 .

We had breakfast and met Rod McConnell and Stu Krysko in the

parking lot. I  figured the sky was so good in Estevan with only a

high cirrus haze that we should stay right there-why push your luck.

But Doug wanted to rendezvous with Gordon Patterson and the Saskatoon

group at Carnduff on the centre line even though the skies looked

cloudier in that direction. S o we headed east towards Carnduff and
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arrived there just before first contact to find the whole countryside

covered in a thick groundfog! W e hastily turned around and stopped

off the highway near Alameda, about 25 miles east of Estevan and

about 15 minutes into the eclipse. W e watched the partial phase

first through projection boxes then I set up my binoculars to project

and image on a card. Abou t ten minutes before totality I removed my

binoculars from the tripod and set them on the car roof. W e watched

the growing darkness and saw Venus long before second contact. Abou t

three to two minutes before totality we watched for the moon's shadow

and sure enough saw the huge dark (and strangely ominous) arc of the

shadow come up over the horizon. I  had both of us facing away from

the sun and warned Doug to turn around and look just when I figured

the last sliver of sunlight was about to vanish. I  timed it just

right and we saw Bailey's beads. Immediatel y I could tell that this

eclipse was different than Africa in 1973. Th e corona had definite

structure-rays, streaks and gaps-compared to a more featureless white

smudge in '73. I  noticed the prominences and I was surprised at how

rapidly they would develop from little loops into long extended

flames. I  don't remember seeing any obvious prominences in !73.

About half-way throug h totality an airliner came flying overhead from

east to west and the plane and the contrails were bathed in that

peculiar light of totality. I t was a spectacular sight particularly

since the plane was quite low and hence moved fairly rapidly. Tw o

minutes and 44 seconds, bringing my personal total to 8 minutes, 49

seconds, while this was Doug's first eclipse. W e both agree that

"once (or twice) is not enough." Siberi a any one?

Anthony Whyte
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The Great Eclipse Caper or Who Has Seen The Sun?

It was Febuary 24, 10:30, Elk Island Park was flashing past us

y o n the left and a gleaming white Porsche 928 was pacing us 200 meters

ahead. I  was at the wheel, and Lloydminister was only 30 minutes

away!...

It was February 25, 9:30. Telephon e poles were flashing past us

on both sides and a gleaming blue RCMP sedan was pacing us 200 meters

ahead. Ste w was at the wheel and a close encounter with the law was

only a few minutes away ....

It was February 25, 9:35. Th e RCMP Sedan was now in front of us

and now behind us. W e were about to learn that the shoulder of the

highway in Saskatchewan i n winter is a quiet place.

The footsteps were creaking ominously toward s us in the snow.

Soon the man asked to the vehicle registration and Stew's drivers1

licence. Ste w passed the papers to the man at the car window. I n one

of his more inspired moments, he said "Uh, U of A".

"And I'm with the RCMP", the copper revealed condescendingly....

Miraculously, we drove/away minutes later, unticketed bu t with our

seatbelts now firmly fastened.

It was February 26, 8:30. We' d seen a marvelous sunris e an hour

earlier, and were out on a countryside cruise, appreciating the two

dimensional landscap e of Oxbow, Saskatchewan. W e came upon an

abandoned schoolhouse, and decided that it would only be appropriate

to stop and investigate since we had in effect abandoned education

ourselves (i f but temporarily).

After finding an indoor outhouse, among other things, we noticed

that the air temperature was dropping severely.

"I'm going to the car to get my mitts and toque,' 1 said Doug.
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Doug was the brother of Ken, one of two friends from Edmonton we had

met in Estevan. Do n was the other friend.

"Is it just my imagination, or is it getting dark also?" Bo b

asked.

"How can that be when the sun has only been up for 2% hours?

Not only that, the skys are clear," Norm indicated.

A semi-trailor buffaloe d past. Th e airhorn bleated, the lights

flashed on, and the driver pointed up at the sun. "Yo u see," Ki m

yelled, "he knows its getting darker too!"

But what could cause it? Somethin g passing in front of the sun.

It was too early for Canada geese to be flying north for the summer.

The moon? - an eclipse? No , nobody could be that lucky....

Doug, a travelling welder's goggle salesman, broke open a pack

of filters and passed it around. Ki m offered it to Don. "N o thanks,

I only smoke Gauloises," he said....

We were all looking at the sun through the filters, spellbound.

Being camera buffs, we had set up our equipment and were dedicatedly

recording +6 natural spectacle into which we had stumbled.

The moon's advance would stop, we knew, and then the dark in

front of the light would veer away, restoring the time honored scheme

of things. Funn y thing is it didn't. Th e crescent of light got

thinner and thinner, and thinner, until - the eclipse went total.

Bob, Don, Doug, Ken, Kim, Mark, Norm and Stew were stunned. Camer a

shutters clicked continuously, like an ensemble of tin crickets

singing the Hallelujah Chorus for 2 minutes and 50 seconds. I t was an

overpowering experience, with nature succeeding enormously i n her

attempts to impress us. I n those fleeting moments, a new lot of

eclipse chasers was born, baptized, and confirmed.

Mark Freeman
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Going Down The Road To Brandon (o r Chaos in Corona-land )

It was when Howard Spragins, Larry Yakiwczuk, and I met the

fourth member of our group, Steve Knight, in the parking lot of the

Beverly Crest Hotel, that I realized the eclipse was going to happen.

The time was 6:00 P.M. on Saturday, February 24, and only a few

minutes remained until we would be going down the road to Brandon.

Between us we had two station wagons, two Celestron Eights, various

cameras, telephotos, tripods, filters and a Meatloaf "Bat out of Hell1

8-track.

The 14 hour drive to Brandon was long and boring. Th e only bit

of excitment came when^Howard and I pulled off the highway onto a

country road to do some aurora photography. W e proceeded to wreck

both our cameras and lose a lens cap, while our counterparts in

stationwagon // 2 were tearing frantically u p and down the Saskatchewan

highways lookin g for us. The y finally found us, and soon it was

10:00 Sunda y morning and we pulled into Brandon. W e found our motel,

got the keys to our rooms, unloaded luggage, and then Larry, Steve,

and Howard promptly fell asleep, while I decided to take a look

around Brandon and maybe dig up some RASC coherts. Whil e driving

^ alon g I came across a human-like object crouched over a camera with

a black cape over its head. I  immediately recognized Dave Belcher,

who was with his side-kick Darrell Cross. The y took me to their

eclipse headquarters where Dave Beale was fiddling around with a huge

array of accessories an d Ted Cadien was looking fo r something to eat.

I hung around for awhile then went back to my room.

Later on that day, Larry, Steve, and Howard woke up and we set

our equipment up in front of our rooms to get a look at the setting

sun. W e then met a group of Japanese astronomers and TV Science
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Program Specialists who wanted to film us checking our equipment and

looking through our telescopes. Whe n told this would be shown on TV

in Japan I was suitably mortified, especially afte r they rewound the

tape and showed us the footage, but we would be on the same program

as Ray Davies1Neutrino Telescope, Sacramento Peak Solar Telescope ,

and the eclipse, so I guessed it would not be that bad. Howar d

scrounged a 26 of CC from the motel owner's brother and both

Japanese and Canadians had a good time that night. Bu t they had to

catch their two chartered planes in the morning, and we would have

to drive far (so we thought) so soon it was time to say goodnight.

The first thing I did when I woke on Monday morning was leap

out of bed and wrench open the door to look outside. I t was clear

out, and as I wiped the tears of joy from my face I thought how

great it was that we would not have to drive to Estevan after all.

The four of us went over to Dave Belcher's eclipse comman d

headquarters where Ted Cadien was looking for something to eat. W e

threw him a few Granola bars and then the eight of us drove a few

miles out of Brandon, and set up our equipment on the Manitoba

plain. Th e equipment was set up fast and then the eight of us were

left trying to figure out what to do during the hour and a half

before first contact. Tim e passed and then only a few minutes re-

mained until first contact. I  found that dim focusing screens on

cameras do not mix with C-8's, so I had to frantically tap e on my

filter to a telephoto lens. Th e partial phases went fast and a

couple minutes were left before totality. Howards 1 camera jammed

up and Steve's cable release broke while Dave Beale was yelling.

Something abou t the shadow of the moon approaching. I t was truly

chaos in Corona-land, for there were too many things to do and look

out for. I  fried my eyes while waiting for the first diamond ring,
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and when it happened Dave Beale started his tape recorder which had

the time pre-recorded on it. Th e fastest two minutes and 50 seconds

in my life went by and then the nasty tape recorder informed us it

was time to prepare for the second diamond ring. Daze d by this turn

of events I missed third contact. Totalit y was then over, and with

it came the thought that I have to go to Africa next year so I can

see this thing again. Whethe r I make it to Africa, Siberia , or even

Mexico in 1991 remain s t o be seen, but it would sure be worth it to

go-

Lori Walton

Looking For Number 4

Three A.M., Winnipeg city limits. Maximu m range-Estavan i n 6%

hours. Thre e people, one Datsun, assorted luggage and one C8 with

wedge carefully seatbelted into a rear seat. Pa t Windrim, her

brother Denny and your editor were off on the morning of February 26,

prepared to drive almost anywhere in search of that ever-elusive clea r

patch of sky. I n actual fact, our driving ended after going south

from Brandon, west to Souris, north to the Trans-Canada, east to

Brandon and north to Forest, 8 km from the highway. O n a little

side-road, under slightly cloudy skies, we set up  ̂hour before first

contact and prayed that conditions would not degenerate. The y didn't.

Totality was, of course, too short. Pa t found the 360 horizo n

glow as fascinating as the eclipsed sun, while Denny and his camera

were glued to each other for the 2 minutes 52 seconds. A s for me...

well I actually saw most of this eclipse! Th e mirror on the camera

attached to the C8 froze in the up position after 1 shot, so I took

photos of varying exposures purely on speculation. A  few more photos

were obtained on my backup system and then...I looked!
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I think what impressed me the most was the lunar shadow. I t

was easy to spot as it approached for 2nd contact and was even easier

to see as the trailing edge neared the sun. Fo r third contact (which i

seemed to occur in a leisurely manner) I watched the blue sky be-

hind the shadow get closer and closer and closer to the sun until

finally they overlapped. Diamon d ring, third contact, totality over.

To all those who have experienced one eclipse I say: g o to others.

The more eclipses you see, the less panicked and rushed you will

feel. B y eclipse //3, you may actually enjoy the event in a manner

totally different from your experiences of February 26.

Paul Deans

(P.S. I' m up to 4 eclipses and 18 minutes 16 seconds of totality!

Eat your hearts out all you newly baptized eclipse freaks!)

Eclipse Miscellany

If the moon's diameter were just 225 km less than it is, the

lunar disk as seen from earth would never be large enough to ever

completely cover the sun. Al l central solar eclipses would be

annular.

Francis Bailey, an 18th century Englsih amateur astronomer, was

the first to use the word "corona" in reference to the distinctive »

feature seen during total solar eclipses.

At the eclipse of July 29, 1878 from Pike's Peak, Colorado, two

coronal streamers were seen extending In opposite directions as far

out as 12 solar diameters.

At the eclipse of Jan. 24, 1925, visible from New York City,

the precise location of the edge of the umbral shadow was determined.

Observers were stationed a t every intersection between 72nd and

135th Streets!, The y were Instructed to report whether or not they
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had seen the corona (indicating, of course, a total eclipse). Th e

results were definite: Th e edge of the umbra passed between 95th

and 97th Streets !

A wide umbra moving slowly across the Earth produces a long

total eclipse. Th e longest possible duration of totality, 7 minutes

31 seconds, occurs when the following conditions are met:

1) Th e observer is at the equator

2) Totalit y occurs there at noon

3) Th e earth is farthest from the sun (aphelion, which occurs
in early July)

4) Th e moon is closest to the earth (perigee)

The total eclipse of June 30, 1973, the longest of this century,

come close to meeting these conditions: totalit y lasted 7 minutes

3 second at maximum.

In October, 1986 ther e will be an eclipse where totality will

last 1 second. Th e width of the path in the North Altantic Ocean

will be only 1% km! Th e total eclipse of Mar. 29, 1987 in Central

Africa will last only 8 seconds. Th e longest total eclipse between

now and the end of the century is on July 11, 1991. Totalit y last s

6 minutes 54 seconds and will be visible from Hawaii, Mexico and

South America.

On Feb. 26, 1979 i t took less than 90 minutes for the moon's

shadow to traverse the entire length of its1 path. Th e average

speed of the shadow was 4800 km/h.

The next total eclipse (o n Feb. 16, 1980) wil l be visible in

Central Africa, the Indian Ocean, India, and China. I n southern

Kenya (latitud e 3 S) , a prime viewing site, totality will last

4 minutes, only 8 seconds short of the maximum for this eclipse.
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Make your plans now-the hotels and tours are already being booked!

Alan Dyer

CENTRE NEW S
On Saturday, March 17, a very successful sta r party was held

at Buck Mountain. Altogether , 15 people and 10 telescopes made the

trip to the top of Buck Mtn.'s lofty summitt. Amon g the sights

seen-the zodical light in the western sky after sunset, and the

Rosette nebula in 11 x 80 binoculars, two examples of the quality

of Buck Mountain skies. Now , if only it hadn't been windy!

The Observer's Corner on Sunday, March 18 was the best attend-

ed yet. Approximatel y 30 people showed up to share their eclipse

slides and stories with one another. A s of this writing, we have

seen photographic eclipse results from about two dozen people,

including a 8 mm movie and some large format transparencies. Any -

one else out there with eclipse photos? Brin g them to the April

General Meeting or Observer's Corners. Ho w can we ever get tired

of seeing the eclipse?

An added surprise attraction of the March 18 Observer's

Corner was the spectacular showing of Voyager/Jupiter photos,

courtesy of Gary Finley, the Queen Elizabeth Planetarium and, of

course, JPL. Al l of us have now seen lo, Europe, Ganymede and

Callisto for the first time.

On Sunday, March 18 Dave Belcher, Alan Dyer and Alan

Schietzsch observed from the Ellerslie Site. Th e seeing was part-

icularly steady, and Jupiter and Saturn both revealed a wealth of

detail. The y report seeing Jupiter's Red Spot surrounded by a

dark border, and with a dark downstream "tail". Th e South

Equatorial Belt above the Red Spot was greatly indented as it
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flowed ./-roun d the Spot. Th e seeing was steady enough to - allow use-

ful observations of Saturn at a field-filling 800 x ! (In a Questar

Seven of course!)

Registration forms for the London R.A.S.C. General Assembly

(May 18 - 21) are available fro m Centre Secretary Ivan Rogers. The y

should be submitted to the London Centre by April 21 if possible.

Registration forms will be available at the April General Meeting,

or give Ivan a call at . Entr y forms for the 1979 Observing

Competition (part of the London General Assembly) are available from

Ivan, or from Alan Dyer . Lot s of prizes are up for grabs,

so please consider entering a photograph or observing project. Th e

Edmonton Centre should be well represented!

The Edmonton Centre is preparing a set of 4 of the best eclipse

slides taken by Centre members. A s of this writing, the price for

this special limited edition Eclipse Slide Set is still being worked

out. Bu t this Slide Set should be available for sale at STAR NIGHT

179. The y are likely going to be popular items, so make sure you

buy yours soon before the supply runs out. The y will make a unique

souvenir item ! O f course, all profits from the Slide Sets will be

turned over to the Centre's Observing Sit e Fund.

On Tuesday, May 1, staring at 7:30 P.M., the Edmonton Centre

will be holding as Astrophotography Seminar - an evening's intro-

duction to the techniques of astronomical photography . Ope n to the

general public, the fee for this Seminar will be $6.00 (for advanced

registrations), $8.00 at the door. Th e location is the Music Room

of the Edmonton Public Library (downtown), Th e seminar will last

approximately 3 hours; refreshments will be supplied. Registratio n

forms will be available at STAR NIGHT '79 and at the April 9 General
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Meeting. Enrollmen t will be limited, so register early. Fo r more

information, contact Stewart Krysko at  or Alan Dyer

at

On March 9, Edmonton Centre President Alan Dyer addressed the

Winnipeg Centre of the R.A.S.C. Hi s topic (profusely illustrated

with appropriate slides) was entitled "Discovering the Universe—

Together" and dealt with current activities of the Edmonton Centre.

Part of the business of the April 9 General Meeting will be by-

elections for the 5 new "Councillor" positions called for by our

newly approved By-Laws. A t the March 19 Council meeting, the current

Council proposed the following list of names in nomination for the

Councillor positions; Dav e Beale, Dave Belcher, Stewart Krysko

who would be relinquishing his position as Librarian). Andre w Lowe,

and Lori Walton. Furthe r nominations for the position of Councillor

will be accepted from the floor at the April meeting.

Also at the recent Council meeting, it was decided to establish

(or in some cases, re-establish) the following annual awards:

1. Observe r of the Year Award

2. Astrophotographe r of the Year Award

3. Telescop e Maker of the Year Award (the Angus Smith Prize)

4. President' s Award.

There will be also be Messier Certificates for everyone completing

observations of all 107 M-objects. Mor e details on all these awards

and certificates will be published in future issues of STARDUST.

Alan Dyer
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JANE ROBERTSO N FUN D
As announced at the March 12 General Meeting, a Jane Robertson

Memorial Fund is being set up. Thi s task is being handled by the

Physics Club of the University of Alberta. Th e proceeds of this

Fund will be used to finance an annual Jane Robertson Memorial Prize,

which will be awarded to a second-year Physics student demonstrating

outstanding academic acheivement. Th e prize itself will likely be

either a book or cash award. Thi s prize is most appropriate since

Jane was herself a Physics studen t of high merit. Sinc e Jane was

also an active and well-known member of the R.A.S.C., it also most

appropriate that the Centre make a donation to the Fund on behalf of

all Centre members. This , donation will be authorized at the next

Council meeting.

However, we are also requesting tha t individual Centre members

consider making private donations to the Fund, in whatever amount

they deem appropriate. I f you wish to make such a donation, address

your contribution to: "Th e Jane Robertson Memorial Fund", c/o Mark

Freeman,    

Receipts will be issued. Pleas e make all cheques or money orders

payable to the "Jane Robertson Memorial Fund". Than k you.

OBSERVING NOTE S
Mercury: Althoug h at Greatest Elongation West, it is rather unfavor-

able, with the planet visible very low in the east before

sunrise.

Venus: Lik e Mercury, this planet is difficult to see, rising only

one hour before the sun.

Mars: Als o rising in the east shortly before sunrise and hence

difficult to see.
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Jupiter: I s due south at sunset at magnitude -1.8, and sets after

midnight.

Saturn: I n Leo it is well up in the southeast at sunset, and sets

before sunrise.

This month, w^tch for: Jupite r 5° North of the Moon on the

5th, Saturn 3° North of the Moon on the 8th, the Lyrid Meteor

Shower peaking the morning of the 16th (average rat e of 15 meteors

per hour), Mercury and Venus near th e Moon on the 24th (Mercury wil l

be beside the dark limb of the Moon when both rise about 4:46 am) ,

and a daytime occultation of Aldebaran by the Moon on the 28th

(disappearance at 6:40 p m on the dark limb, reappearance on the

bright limb at 7:23 pm with sunset at 7:59 pm). An d don't forget

on April 29 to "spring ahead" as delightful daylight saving time

rears its head once again.

Paul Deans
WANTED

A small telescope (60 mm refractor preferred but a 4V refle -

ctor acceptable) suitable for a 10 year old budding astronomer.

Please phone Mrs. Wondga at 998-2256 (days) or 998-4359 (evenings

and weekends) stating condition, number of eyepieces, accessories ,

and price.

I'm sure that many of you will have recognized tha t the fas-

cination of the stars seems first to strike young people around a

certain age. Probabl y ther e are also many like me who first had

this experience in the early teen-age years.

The effect is certainly noticable in the telescope sales from

the Planetarium bookstore. I t seems an almost weekly even t that

proud parents and an excited youngster appea r at our sales counter.

In a matter of minutes another 'first telescope' is on its way to

the home of a star-struck boy or girl.
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To me it remains surprising tha t we live in times when many par-

ents can easily expend a couple of hundred dollars to encourage their

child in his or her first adventure into pure intellectual curiosity.

^f Th e above want ad represents one of these dramas in which the

only missing element is the conventional wherewithall. Mr s Wondga is

very sincere in her support of her son's yearning towards the stars

but th e option of bringing him to the Planetarium bookstore is simply

not open to her.

I write this because I suspect that many ! first telescopes1 are

still out there among you, long since replaced by something larger and

more appropriate to your current astronomical needs. A  telescope on

a basement storage shelf is obviously of little use to an owner who has

replaced it with something better, but its value would be high indeed

in the eyes of the young person at the center of this discussion.

The opportunity is obvious. Mak e a young lad extremely happy,

his mother greatful, yourself feel great, and your basement slightly

emptier all at once. I f you've got a little 'firs t telescope 1 tha t

you don't use any more, why not give he r a call?

„; DISPLAYS
Last month a motion was made to authorize th e expenditure of up

to $800 from Centre funds to finance the construction of the Shopping

Centre Displays. Th e money would be authorized only if 50% of it could

be reimbursed to the Centre in the form of a grant from an outside

source. Th e following is a listing of how the Shopping Centre Display

Group proposes to budget the funds.

The finished displa y has been designed t o consist of 18 panels

(likely 32" by 40" in size) which can be hooked togethe r in a variety

of configurations. Thes e panels would be set on tabletops, although
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if sufficient funds are available the y could be made to be free-stand-

ing with a suitably designed framework and leg structure.
t

1. Board s (6 sheets of 3/8" plywood) I  54.00
2. Hinge s (50 needed) 40.0 0
3. Edg e Moulding 45.0 0
4. Ma t Boards (for front surface of panels) 60.0 0
5. Chart s & Posters (Sky & Tel prints, solar system charts).. 50.00
6. Colou r and B&W printing (paper, chemicals etc) 240.0 0
7. Graphic s and Art Supplies 120.0 0
8. Misc . Hardware and Tools 50.0 0
9. Maintenanc e (until December 31, 1979) 50.0 0

$709.00

This budget covers the cost of construction and maintenance of

the display panels — an y design to make these panels free-standing

(which is the ultimate goal) would require additional funds over and

above those listed. Th e funding motion will be voted on at the

April 9 General Meeting. Lor i Walton
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